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If you have walked down Sydney Road in Brunswick in the past two 
years, you will have noticed a change. At the intersection of Wilson 
Avenue and Sydney Road, where there was once a road, now sits a 
vibrant public space.

Wilson Avenue began its transformation in 2013, with public events and 
activities, then in early 2014 as a two month pop-up park. Following 
overwhelming community support, Council closed part of the road and 
to create a permanent public space; a result of Council teaming up with 
the community to create a friendly, safe and inclusive area. 

Directly off Sydney Road, the new park has a grassy mound, a climbing 
wall, trees and places to sit. It is overlooked by two colourful and 
intricate murals. The first of its kind in Moreland, Wilson Avenue is a 
key step in revitalising the southern end of Sydney Road and the Jewell 
Village precinct.

The ‘placemaking’ approach to develop this shared space has great 
potential and could be used in other Council and community initiatives. 

In September 2016, one year after completion, Council undertook an 
evaluation of the space. Using crime statistics, observational data and 
a community survey, we have measured the success of this space. The 
results has been incredibly positive, showing a clear improvement in 
the public’s perception of safety since the park was built. 

The majority of survey respondents told us they felt the space had a 
sense of community and acted as a meeting place, which provides us 
with a strong indication that we are moving in the right direction.

We still have challenges ahead of us, and there is more work to be done, 
including activating the space in the early evening, when community 
use is currently at its lowest.

This one year evaluation has provided Council with recommendations 
to further improve the space, and I look forward to being a part of the 
next steps, as we continue to work towards a safer and more engaged 
community through spaces like Wilson Avenue.

A message from your Mayor

Cr Helen Davidson 
Mayor of Moreland

Moreland City Council acknowledge that this project has been partially funded under the Victorian 
Government’s Community Crime Prevention Program and Melbourne Water’s Living River’s Program 
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01 Purpose of 
Report

To evaluate the one year old public space at Wilson 
Avenue, Brunswick against stated goals and 
provide recommendations to improve the space.  

The wall is designed for both expert and novice climbers of all ages. 
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Wilson Avenue - View looking east from Jewell Station toward Sydney Road in early 2013.

02 Project 
Overview

Moreland City Council initiated a project in 2013 
to develop a new public space at Wilson Avenue 
in Brunswick. This project became known as the 
‘Jewell of Brunswick’ and involved converting 
approximately 700 sqm of road space to public 
space. 

Location and Context
Located in the southern section of Sydney Road, 
Brunswick in a busy shopping area, Wilson Avenue 
is a short walk from both Jewell Railway Station 
and Barkly Square Shopping Centre. 
Refer figure 1. 

Budget
There were no land costs in this project. It is 
estimated, the cost for 700 sqm land in this area 
would be in the order of $2.5m, based on 2013 
prices.

Moreland City Council acknowledges external 
funders of the project, which was critical in making 
the project a reality. Council staff time is not 
included in the budget. Refer table 1.

Project Team
The public space project was initiated, designed 
and project managed by Moreland City Council. 
The construction contractor was Supergardens 
Pty, the climbing wall was initiated and designed 
by Bouldergeist and fabricated by Big Fish Pty. 

Table 1. The capital works budget for the ‘Jewell of Brunswick’  

Figure 1. Location Map - Jewell Village Precinct

Moreland City Council
Capital Works Budget

$600,000 70%

Department of Justice
Public Safety Infrastructure Fund

$210,000 24%

Melbourne Water $50,000 6%

Total Budget $860,000 100%
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03Design
Approach 

2013 - Wilson Avenue

A “place making” approach was explicitly used to 
shape and deliver the project, which means:
• Clearly stating the specific problems and the 

positive outcomes in addressing them.
• Deep engagement with the community and 

seeking of partners.
• Testing, measuring and building through ‘on the 

ground’ interventions, such as art works and 
community building events and activities. 

• Celebrating local distinctiveness.

“It gives a really nice sense of 
place to the neighbourhood.”
– Survey Response

Figure 2. Project Time Line

2014 - Pop Up Park 2015 - Construction 2016 - Completed Space

mutfung.  //		Draft	Jewell	Precinct	Community	Safety	Audit	&	Action	Plan		//		30

Community co-design workshop outcomes

Introduction
The following chapter presents the outcomes of a 
community co-design workshop that was held with 
approximately	30	residents,	business	owners	and	people	
who work in the Jewell Precinct. 

The	workshop	was	used	to	generate	a	range	of	creative	
and	innovative	ideas	to	address	the	crime	problems	in	the	
Precinct,	based	on	the	results	of	the	research	done	prior	
to the workshop. 

Participants	worked	in	groups	and	developed	a	range	of	
ideas, which they then voted on as individuals. 

July 2010 June 2013 8 December 2013 February-March 2014 April 2014

Endorsement 
of Brunswick 

Structure Plan

Department of 
Justice Grant for 
public space and 

climbing wall

One day road 
closure ‘Better 

Block Brunswick’ 
event

Two month trial 
“Pop Up Park”

Formal Public 
Consultation 

Period

February 2015 June 2015 August 2015 June-September 2016June 2014

Construction 
Starts on site

Construction 
Finish on site

Official launch 
of new park

1 Year Evaluation 
& Report

Council Decision to 
proceed closing the 
road and building 

public space
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04Community Benefits & 
Measures of Success 

At the outset, in 2013, the project team clearly 
defined the problems to be addressed, the benefits 
of addressing these problems, and how success 
would be measured.

Problems:

• Shabby street with no reason to linger, resulting 
in negative perception of safety and crime

• Lack of ‘staying power’ on the street results in 
high turnover of retail business

Community benefits sought:

• Reduced crime at Sydney Road / Wilson Avenue
• Sydney Road / Wilson Avenue as a well-loved 

place
• Initial investment acts as a catalyst for business 

investment and further public realm upgrades

Measures of success:
In 2013, five measures of success were identified, 
and these are shown in appendix 1: Investment 
Logic Map and Benefit Management Plan. These 
measures were modified for the practical purposes 
of measurement and reporting in late 2016 and 
take into account the community survey results 
from September 2016.

Measure of success 1: community safety

• Improvement in crime statistics 2013 - 2016
• Community perception of safety

Measure of success 2: community attachment 

• Pedestrian count improvements 2013 - 2016
• Number of people lingering and using space 

2016
• Community perception of attachment to place

Measure of success 3: investment and 
improvements in the wider area

• Planned or actual new investment in Precinct

The set of investment management tools used in 
this project are the intellectual property of the State 
of Victoria through the Department of Treasury and 
Finance. Further information: www.dtf.vic.gov.au

“Less traffic - safer for 
pedestrians & promotes 
positive people activity.”

– Survey Response

July 2015 - A graffiti prevention grant from Department of Justice funded the transformation of the wall by 
artists Otis, Makatron and Itch.

Side wall of 101 Sydney Rd, Brunswick - 2013.
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“Because there are lights 
and lots of positive people 
around when before it was 
just a thoroughfare or a 
place to avoid.”
– Survey Response

05Evaluation
Results

Measure of success 1: community safety
The driving force behind development of the ‘Jewell 
of Brunswick’ project was to improve community 
safety. Survey responses and crime statistics 
have been used to measure success. 172 people 
responded to the survey in September 2016. 80 
per cent of respondents lived in Moreland.
  
Note: Data was obtained from a 100m radius from 
the public space. This table excludes “property and 
deception” offences. Suburb level crime statistics 
can be reviewed at www.crimestatistics.vic.gov.au

Summary
Based on local crime statistics and community 
survey responses, it can be stated that the public 
space at Wilson Avenue has improved local 
community safety over the last year. While the 
general direction is positive, there are no guarantee 
that the positive trend will continue into the future. 
Based on survey responses and Council review 
there are three ongoing challenges:

1. Maintenance and cleanliness of the space. 
Litter is an ongoing issue in the space. Litter 
and poorly maintained spaces have a negative 
impact on perceptions of community safety. 

2. Consumption of alcohol in the space. 
Consumption of alcohol and litter of alcohol 
containers at Wilson Avenue is an identified 
issue. 

3. Activating the space in the early evening. Mid-
day is the peak use time of the space and from 
the early evenings onwards, the space can be 
unoccupied and thus not benefit from casual 
‘eyes on the street’.

The wall encourages play for all ages by allowing 
people to climb within their ability.

Do you think that having this public space in Wilson Avenue has made 
the immediate area safer?

“More people, 
more activity - it 
just feels safer.”

– Survey Response

“It does have a 
community vibe 

and feels like a safe 
neighbourhood 

space.”
– Survey Response

Offences recorded near Wilson Avenue Brunswick
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Figure 3. Perception of safety in the immediate area due to the new 
public space in 2016 (Community Survey Responses)
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Figure 4. Local crime statistics obtained from Crime Statistics Agency, 2016
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Measure of success 2: community attachment
The benefits of people feeling a sense of attachment 
to a public place are broad. Research has shown 
that good public places improve the social and 
economic outcomes of the local population. 
The idea refers to a ‘space’ becoming a ‘place’, 
providing a sense of welcoming and belonging. 
This concept has been measured through the 
survey and detailed observational data on the 
public space from the first two weeks in June 2016. 
 
In the first two weeks of June 2016, cameras 
observed use of the space, allowing for a detailed 
analysis of user patterns. Of the 14 days analysed, 
7 had rain (6 days heavy rain), and the maximum 
daily temperatures ranged from 12.8 degrees to 
17 degrees. As such, much higher patterns of use 
can be reasonably expected outside cold and wet 
wintertime. 

Key points based on analysis of two weeks of use: 

• Users of the space, defined as people lingering, 
sitting or climbing the wall, averaged 109 per 
day. 

• Sunday 12 June recorded the highest number 
of users, at 182 (a high of 14 degrees and 
0.6mm of rain). 

• The lowest number of users was recorded on 
Saturday 4 June, at 38 (a high of 13 degrees 
and 6.2mm of rain). 

• Average lingering time in the space over the 
survey period was 5 minutes. 

8 December 2013 - ‘intersection repair’ - community painting of the Bunjil mural on the asphalt brought 
people together in place. 

View from Wilson Avenue towards Sydney Road

• The peak hour recorded for people walking 
east to west along Wilson Avenue and through 
the space was Thursday 2 June between 3 and 
4 pm, when 148 people walked through. This 
reading contrasts with baseline pedestrian 
counts when the peak east to west pedestrian 
hour was 100 people on Friday 26 July between 
8 and 9 am. 

• Pedestrian peak grew by almost 50% and shifted 
from morning time to mid-afternoon, which can 
be assessed as a positive indicator of the use of 
the public space. 

• Peak user times were between 11 am and 4 pm 
(see figure below)

• Observational data for this period shows a 
steep drop off in use from 4 pm. This shift can 
be expected to occur later outside winter, but 
does indicate that early evening use is low, and 
this is also reflected in the survey results. Low 
usage in evening time can impact feelings of 
community safety and attachment. 

2
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Figure 5. Daily use of public space, average numbers & times of use 
(Source: Two week observational data - June 2016)
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Figure 6: Public Space Users – What the Users Did (source: Two week observational data - June 2016)
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A place to hang out - In the years to come the Golden Honey Locusts will form a lush canopy over the space.

Summary
Based on observation data and community survey 
responses, it can be stated that there is a positive 
sense of community attachment, and that the new 
public space at Wilson Avenue space is reasonably 
well-used, and is now a “well-loved place”. 

Good public spaces are live and evolving, for 
community interaction, and their ongoing success 
cannot be taken for granted. Under this measure, 
the general direction is positive, but based on this 
evaluation there are two ongoing challenges:
• Increasing things to do in the space and 

focusing on people-attracting activity in the 
early evening. A program of late afternoon / 
early evening activity should be explored to 
improve user rates during these times. 

• Preventing domination of the space by one 
group. Anti-skateboarding treatments to two 
of the westernmost low walls will encourage a 
greater diversity of users.

“Yes, because this clever piece 
of planning has taken our avenue 
back and humanised it. Before this 
happened the pedestrian, cyclist 
and motor vehicle balance, was out 
of equilibrium, dominated by motor 
vehicles. The businesses on this 
side of Sydney Rd seem to be busier 
also. This is now a place where we 
see all generations enjoying a well-
designed community space, thank 
you Moreland City Council, great 
work.”

– Survey Response

Please rate your level of agreement that this public place...

Please rate your level of agreement that this public place...

“The space is open 
and pleasant and artsy. 
Not a lot to do per se, 
but it's nice to sit and 
relax in during one's 
busy day. Good place to 
hang out and enjoy the 
environment…”

– Survey Response
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Figure 7. Level of agreement on attractiveness, safety and cleanliness 
- Community Survey 2016
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Figure 8. Level of agreement on place attachment aspects 
- Community Survey 2016
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8 December 2013 - Better Block Brunswick One Day Road Closure and Party - This event was an important 
first demonstration of possibilities in the location.

Measure of success 3: 
Investment and improvements in the precinct
One of the premises of the ‘Jewell of Brunswick’ 
project was that it would act as a catalyst for further 
improvements in the local urban environment. 
Urban areas continue to change and Brunswick is 
undergoing a massive growth spurt in residential 
apartment development and a related rejuvenation 
in local business. Businesses directly adjoining the 
new space reported an improvement in business, 
whereas some business owners further down 
Wilson Avenue indicated that the road closure 
had not benefited their business. Change in the 
immediate area cannot be directly attributed to this 
project, but the project has set the tone and laid 
down the marker for people-focused change in the 
Jewell Village area. 

Since 2013, the following planning changes have 
occurred on Wilson Avenue:
• The State Government a redevelopment of 

Jewell Station by VicTrack. Permit issued for 
two eight-storey residential buildings with 122 
dwellings and redevelopment of public area in 
2015. (110m from the Wilson Avenue space).

• Permit issued for five-storey redevelopment 
at 6-8 Wilson Avenue (30m from the Wilson 
Avenue space).

• Rezoning of warehouses on the south side of 
Wilson Avenue, to allow multistorey residential 
development in mid-2016 (40m from the Wilson 
Avenue space).

“Good lights and more people. 
Couples come and hang out have 
coffee, have lunch. Used to have 
young boys throwing things at our 
windows... has not happened since 
park finished. Construction period 
was difficult for business, but 
business good now” 

– Survey Response from local 
business owner

Summary
While no redevelopment has occurred to date, 
plans are in place, which will have a transformative 
impact on the Jewell Village area. 

Jewell Village precinct is undergoing a once-in-a-
lifetime period of urban regeneration. This is not 
directly attributed to the public space project, but 
future projects will take reference to the value of 
people-focused public spaces. 
To consolidate the people-focused nature of 
change and redevelopment in the Jewell Village 
area, the following challenges have been identified:

• As resolved by Council and supported by Barkly 
Square Shopping Centre, a pedestrian crossing 
outside Barkly Square should be pursued further 
with Vic Roads and the State Government. 

• Pursuing integration of upgrades to Barkly 
Street and Wilson Avenue by Council, VicTrack 
and private developers. A concept plan for the 
whole of Wilson Avenue and Barkly Street has 
been prepared by Council. 

The grass mound protects the space from the hustle of Sydney Road and is a popular spot to meet friends, 
eat lunch from a local cafe or just relax while waiting for the tram.

“The space 
provides a great break 

from the bustle, busy signs 
and advertising of Sydney 
Road. As a mildly disabled 

person who struggles 
through her weekly shop at 
Barkly Square, I appreciate 
the space as an invaluable 
chance to rest and recoup 
before my walk home…”

– Survey Response

Please rate your level of agreement that this public place...
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Figure 9. Level of agreement on place attachment aspects 
- Community Survey 2016
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06 The Urban
Bouldering Wall

The urban bouldering wall is a unique and 
distinctive aspect of the public space and forms 
a substantial physical footprint. The idea and 
support for the bouldering wall came from a 
grassroots community campaign. Council used 
this groundswell of support to propose a bouldering 
wall in Wilson Avenue as part of a State Government 
crime prevention grant stream. This was supported 
through the Department of Justice’s Public Safety 
Infrastructure Fund in 2013. 

Success of the public space at Wilson Avenue is 
inherently challenging as there are no cafés or 
restaurants directly facing the space, which could 
provide eyes on the street. The aim of the wall was 
to create a people attractor, with the premise that 
people lingering and interacting positively in public 
space (in this case using the climbing wall) will 
deter people from engaging in negative behaviour. 
During the two-week observational survey at the 
beginning of June 2013,data on the use of the wall 
showed:
• An average of 33 people used the wall each day.
• The highest number of users in one day was 

72 on Sunday 12 June (recorded high of 14 
degrees, 0.6mm of rain).

• The lowest number of users in one day was 
16 on Saturday 4 June (recorded high of 13 
degrees and 6.2mm of rain).

• The peak time for use of the climbing wall was 
between 3 and 4 pm, with a smaller spike in 
use from 7 to 9 pm. This is a positive, as the 
climbing wall helped activate the space beyond 
the lunchtime user peak of the space.  

63 per cent of respondents to the survey thought 
the climbing wall was a successful community 
activity in the space. A number of respondents 
noted that the wall needed to be maintained 
regularly, through cleaning, ensuring the climbing 
holds are useable, and regularly changing up the 
climbing routes.

The Victorian Climbing Club is contracted to 
maintain the bouldering wall, which involves regular 
safety checks of holds, re-setting the routes once 
a year, and holding quarterly community climbing 
events on site. In addition, the wall was re-coated 
and the routes reset in September 2016.

Summary
The urban bouldering wall is a unique intervention 
and key point of distinction for the Wilson Avenue 
public space. The genesis of the climbing wall was 
a grassroots, community-driven campaign. 

Brunswick has a strong local climbing community 
and since the opening of the public space, a large 
indoor climbing gym, which is feed based, has 
opened 1 kilometre away, demonstrating the local 
market for the activity. 

One year into operation – as a free community 
resource – the bouldering wall can be evaluated 
as successful by the level of positive community 
response and number of users. The bouldering 
wall is a key attractor for the public space, but this 
may not always be the case. 

Over the medium term, the wall may have served 
its purpose as a key attractor. Following evaluation 
of use, community input and alternative options, 
Council will assess the option of removing the wall 
and repurposing the space.

It is currently recommended to continue to 
support the wall as a community resource through 
maintenance and event activity. It is recommended 
to review the wall, its use and future options in 
2020. 

“Easier climbs 
especially for kids and 
beginners.  Sun shade.  
Thanks!! Keep up the 
good work”
– Survey Response

The space facilitates social group activities and catch ups.

Do you think that the climbing wall is a successful community 
activity in this space?
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Figure 10. The Climbing Wall at Wilson Avenue 
- Community Survey 2016
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07 Project
Recommendations

Table 2. The capital works budget for the ‘Jewell of Brunswick’  

The community survey asked respondents to 
suggest ways that the public space could be 
improved. 143 responses were received.  The 
following points summarise the key themes:

Following the one year evaluation of the public 
space at Wilson Avenue, Brunswick, eight 
recommendations have been established:
• Explore establishing an early evening program 

for community activities and attractions. 
• Improve litter and maintenance situation in the 

space.
• Pursue anti-skateboarding treatments on two 

low walls at the back of space.

• Work to deter alcohol consumption in the space.
• Continue to advocate to Vic Roads and the 

State Government for a pedestrian crossing on 
Sydney Road at Barkly Square.

• Pursue an integrated approach to Jewell Village 
regeneration, tying in the Black Street car park 
redevelopment, Barkly Street upgrade, Jewell 
Station redevelopment and Wilson Avenue 
(remainder) upgrade. 

• Review the public space and bouldering wall in 
2020.  

• Pursue a placemaking approach, as defined in 
section 2, for all new public space projects in 
Moreland. 

“This place is a good starting point. I understand that these small spaces 
can't have everything. I'd like to see more of these kinds of spaces in 
Brunswick, with perhaps different focuses. One space will never be all 
things to all people. Please Moreland, please, give us more!”

– Survey Response

The urban bouldering wall is a first of its kind that is now being trialled by other councils around Melbourne.

New LED street lights and feature lighting have transformed perceptions of Wilson Avenue at night. One of 
the recommendations is to program events and activities in the early evening to increase use.

Theme of Community Survey Response

More greenery and planting
Acknowledged. The trees will take time to 
grow.

More shade
Acknowledged. The trees will take time to grow 
large enough for significant shade. Explore 
potential for umbrellas or shade spots.

Better cleanliness and maintenance
Investigate ways to improve litter situation 
with Council’s waste services and other 
stakeholders.

More community activities
Explore ways to develop and host a community 
activity program, with a focus on early evening 
activity.

Expand the space and use this approach for 
more public space in Brunswick

Pursue a placemaking approach, as defined in 
section 2, for all new public space projects in 
Moreland.

Pedestrian crossing at Sydney Road
This is endorsed by Council, with further 
advocacy to VicRoads to occur.   

Skateboarding is an issue at times 
Pursue anti-skateboarding treatments where 
appropriate.
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For further information on this 
project, or others like it, please 
contact the Brunswick Place 
Manager on 9240 1111.


